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Abstract 
 
This project’s goal was designing effective WeBWorK problems for simple and multiple linear regression 
topics covered in the course Applied Statistics II at WPI. In this project, current literature concerning 
online homework was reviewed to determine the criteria for effective online homework problems. The 
WeBWorK problems were designed according to these criteria. The problems designed in this project 
were also tested against existing WeBWorK problems on the same topics for effectiveness and 
recommendations were made based on the results. 
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1. Introduction 
Among various educational methods aimed at improving students’ understanding, homework 
is important and currently being employed by most teachers and instructors. With the 
advancement of technology, especially information technology, students have been assigned 
online homework in addition to traditional paper assignments. With the assistance of various 
technological tools such as media effects or online interactions, instructors have more options for 
designing effective homework. However, online homework can only be useful if it is made 
suitable and effective for students and currently there is a debate about the efficacy of online 
homework as opposed to traditional paper homework (Bonham, Beichner and Deardoff, 2001).  
To create an effective online homework set, an instructor has to face many decisions and 
tradeoffs. One tradeoff is the difficulty level of the homework. A homework set with high level 
of difficulty may encourage the best students in the class, but may hamper the rest of the students 
in understanding the material. In contrast, a homework set with low level of difficulty can give 
most of the students an incentive to finish the homework, but may not promote any further 
investigation on the materials from the students (Vatterott, 2008). Instructors who do not have 
experience with online homework also have difficulty deciding the number and the types of 
questions for online homework. Since students interact with online homework in a different way 
than they do with paper homework, the inexperienced instructors have to select the number and 
the types of questions carefully so the homework stills remains effective. All those decisions and 
tradeoffs have made creating effective online homework assignments a challenge for any 
instructor who wants to utilize online homework assignment for his class. 
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The application of online systems to college courses has been extensively studied through 
a variety of previous work. Vatterott presented criteria that characterize an effective homework 
assignment and guidelines on how to make such homework assignments (Vatterott, 2002). These 
criteria and guidelines can be applied to both traditional and online homework. Doorn and 
O’Brien (2005) not only showed that online homework is preferred by students to traditional 
homework but also pointed out some important criteria of a good online homework assignment 
such as the existence of grading systems. Stirling in a paper on English Language Garden 
Website surveyed various types of questions that can be used for homework and showed both 
advantages and disadvantages of those types of questions. Although this article was aimed 
mainly for English classes, the information from this article could be useful for any class 
(Stirling, 2005).  
One existing system for online homework assignments is WeBWorK, an online 
homework system developed at the University of Rochester (Weibel and Hirssch, 2002). 
WeBWorK has many advanced features such as automatic grading and grade recording, the 
ability to recognize students’ answers in various forms, including complex algebraic expressions, 
direct communication between students and instructors and flexibility for instructors in designing 
problems and homework structures (Gage and Pizer, 2010). Moreover, according to a number of 
studies, many instructors and students prefer the WeBWorK system to traditional paper 
homework. In a survey given to 2387 students during 2002-2004 at all levels of Calculus, 
Differential Equations, Discrete Mathematics and Linear Algebra, most students prefered to use 
WeBWorK (Bressoud, 2010). Hodge, Richardson and York (2005) found that more students in a 
college algebra course were motivated to complete homework using WeBWorK than using 
traditional methods, and most students would take future courses using WeBWorK. There has 
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also been some research specifically on how to use WeBWorK effectively as a homework tool. 
Lucas (2010) pointed out advantages and disadvantages of WeBWorK in helping students to 
learn. 
WeBWorK has been used increasingly frequently in colleges across the United States and 
in particular in many mathematical courses at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, including calculus 
at all levels, differential equations, linear algebra, statistics and some actuarial mathematics 
courses such as Theory of Interest. However, as with other online homework systems, instructors 
using WeBWorK face many challenges such as determining the amount and length of homework 
and suitable problems to make an effective homework set. This problem is particularly more 
important and difficult for statistics courses, as statistics employs more interpretation and 
applications questions and less computation questions than other basic mathematics courses. 
However, every online homework framework has unique features and presents different 
problems. Moreover, every subject requires different approaches to homework. Thus, despite a 
variety of research having been done on creating effective online homework, there are still places 
for additional research on how to create an effective WeBWorK online homework database for 
statistics students. A complete WeBWorK database for statistics students needs to be built. This 
database needs to not only satisfy the need of an online homework database for statistics courses 
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute but also serves as an effective tool for students to get better 
understandings of the materials and instructors to have good evaluations of students’ 
performances.  
With these goals in mind, it was our project’s mission to research methods for creating effective 
WeBWorK homework problems for simple and multiple linear regression and to create a set of 
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such problems. We tested these problems in the statistics course MA 2612 taught by Professor 
Joseph Petruccelli in D term, 2011. Thus, we focused on the following goals: 
 Identify the methods to build an effective WeBWorK homework database for simple and 
multiple linear regression 
 Build a WebWorK homework database for simple and multiple linear regression 
 Test the effectiveness of the database in improving students’ performance in the MA 
2612 course and make suggestions for further improvement. 
In order to accomplish these goals, we worked closely with the instructor and students of the MA 
2612 course. We also consulted other faculty members of the Mathematical Science department 
of Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
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2. Background 
2.1 Online homework 
 
Online homework systems provide a new way for instructors to assign homework and for 
students to do homework. In contrast to traditional paper homework, online homework systems 
require instructors to input homework assignments to an online network instead of supplying 
handouts or assigning problems from textbooks. Students access these online homework 
assignments by logging into the online homework network using their own accounts. Students 
submit the assignments electronically through their online homework system rather than on 
paper. These differences create both advantages and difficulties for instructors who use online 
homework systems for their classes. 
2.1.1 Advantages of online homework 
Online homework has some special features that give it an advantage over traditional paper 
homework: 
 Automatic grading. Online homework allows students to receive immediate feedback on 
their work. It allows students to realize their weaknesses faster and have more time to 
study to improve. This is especially helpful when students need to study for an exam. 
(Smolira, 2008) 
 
 Interactive tools. Since online homework employs software technology, many interactive 
tools can be added to online homework to enhance students’ study. Some online 
homework systems allow students to get assistance such as suggested hints when they get 
the wrong answers for their problems. This feature is almost impossible for traditional 
homework. Some online homework networks have multimedia features such as 
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animations or sound effects. These features enhance students’ study as some students are 
visual learners, who learn better through animations and demonstrations. These 
multimedia effects also keep students interested in doing their homework. (Heffernan, 
2009) 
 
 Storage of completed assignments. Most online homework systems allow students to 
access their past assignments. This is particularly useful because it allows students to 
learn from their mistakes and review for their exams. This could be done with traditional 
paper homework, but it requires students to keep all the past papers on file. The storage 
feature of online homework reduces this burden. (Burnham, 2008) 
 
 Access to the materials covered by the questions. Some online homework systems, such 
as WileyPLUS, created by the Wiley publisher, have an online version of the textbook 
included in the system. This feature allows a student to jump directly into the section of 
the textbook covered in the question the student is working on. This feature allows the 
student to review the material while doing questions related to that material, enabling the 
student to understand and remember the material better. With traditional paper 
homework, the student has to find the materials related to the questions in the textbook by 
himself, causing him to spend more time on homework. This feature saves time for 
students and makes them focus more on reviewing related materials and figuring out 
solutions. (information based on the WileyPlus homepage, www.wileyplus.com) 
 
2.1.2 Student perceptions of online homework 
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A number of studies have found that students are generally satisfied with online homework. 
Dillard, Wooten and Coker reported on a survey of 233 students in an accounting course that 
asked about their perceptions of and degree of satisfaction with online homework. .For 149 of 
the students, online homework was a required part of the course. For the rest, online homework 
problems were identified and only recommended for exam preparation. Fifty-three percent of all 
students thought that online homework resulted in a higher quality of study time than other 
alternative methods, fifty-five percent of all students thought that online homework resulted in a 
higher understanding than other alternative methods, forty-nine percent of students thought that 
online homework was better with respect to learning than ―pencil and paper‖, and only thirty-one 
percent thought that it was worse compared to the "pencil and paper" (Dillard, Wooten and 
Coker, 2008) 
Doorn and O’Brien did a study of student opinion about online homework, graded 
homework and the students’ motivation to study. Students in seven economics courses were 
surveyed in 2008. Six hundred eighty-seven students participated. Each student was using online 
homework in the course. The surveys include questions attitudes about homework, perceptions 
of benefits of online homework, views of online homework compared to traditional homework, 
motivation to study, etc. Over 55% of the students preferred online homework to traditional 
homework and only 8.9% preferred traditional homework. (Doorn and O’Brien, 2010) 
 (2008) also conducted a study of the effectiveness of online homework. He specialized his 
study on the effectiveness of online homework on finance courses. Fifty undergraduate and 30 
MBA students were asked to take a survey about how online homework helped them in studying 
in finance courses. From the survey, most of the students indicated that online homework did 
improve their understanding of the materials covered in classes. In addition, since online 
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homework, with automatic grading, gave the faster feedbacks to the students than traditional 
paper homework did, the students who had been given online homework usually had more time 
to review their homework for exams. 
2.1.3 Difficulties in using online homework for classes 
 
Although online homework systems have many useful features to help instructors and 
students, the instructors who use online homework systems still face many problems. 
To benefit from the automatic grading feature of many online homework systems, instructors 
have to restrict the types of questions they can ask - essay questions and questions that require 
human judgment to grade are not suitable. This automatic grading feature can only grade the 
types of questions in which there is a well-defined set of choices, such as multiple choice 
questions or some short answer questions like fill-in the blank. This limitation prevents 
instructors from using the benefits of essay questions, and also prevents online homework from 
being used in many advanced courses, where essay questions are much preferred. (Burnham, 
2008) 
Another difficulty for an instructor using online homework is choosing the amount of 
homework that should be assigned for each student. Choosing the right number of problems is 
very important when assigning homework. Online homework makes this problem more 
complicated; since the time a student spends presenting his work on paper homework may be 
different than the time he spends doing so on online homework, though the homework set is the 
same. Thus, an instructor should not just make an online homework set the same length as a 
paper homework set; instead, he has to make necessary adjustments to achieve suitable length. 
(Dillard-Eggers, Wooten, Childs and Coker 2008) 
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2.2 Statistics courses 
2.2.1 The subject statistics 
 
Although usually considered a subfield of mathematics, statistics is quite different from other 
mathematical subfields like algebra or analysis. Statistics is a science concerned with the 
collection, organization, analysis and interpretation of data. (definition from Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary) The problems designed in this project emphasized analysis and interpretation. 
 
2.2.2 Statistics courses 
 
Since statistics has its own focuses that are different from those of other mathematical branches, 
the teaching of statistics requires a suitable approach. Some methods of teaching suitable for a 
statistics courses are (Gelman and Nolan 2002): 
 
 Use of practical examples: Since statistics is a science dealing with data in real life, it is 
very important for statistics students to get some real experiences in their courses. With 
practical examples, students can see how statistics is applied in real life so they can use 
statistics well in the future. Practical examples usually used in statistics courses include 
data obtained from different fields, such as medicine or sociology. 
 More focus on concepts than on basic calculations: In statistics, theoretical concepts are 
very important as different situations use different concepts and methods. Thus, a good 
statistics course needs to have a strong emphasis on theoretical concepts. 
 Use of questions asking for interpretation: Since one important component of statistics is 
interpreting the results of data analysis, a statistics student also needs to be taught how to 
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interpret the results of a statistical study. Thus, a statistics course needs to incorporate 
interpretations of statistical results. 
 Use of statistical software, if applicable: Since data in real life usually are very complex, 
analysis of those data is often complicated and requires a good amount of time to carry 
out by hand. Thus statistical software is essential and knowledge of these software 
applications is important. Therefore, a statistical course should prepare students with 
knowledge and experience in using statistical software.. 
Those special aspects of a statistics course mentioned above were focused on during the process 
of selecting statistical questions for the database in this project. 
 
2.3 WeBWorK 
WeBWorK is an online homework system developed at the University of Rochester. Its purpose 
is to provide an effective online homework system for courses in many different mathematical 
branches, from calculus to statistics. This system has also been used for many science courses in 
various subjects, including physics and chemistry. As do other online homework systems, 
WeBWorK provides a means for instructors to input the homework problems online and for 
students to log in using their own accounts and complete their assignments online. In addition, 
WeBWorK has some special features that enhance students’ study. (Weibel and Hirsch, 2002). 
2.3.1 Special features of WeBWorK 
WeBWorK has many useful features that make it a good candidate for an online homework 
system (Gaze and Pizer 2010) 
 Automatic grading and grade recording: WeBWorK is able to give automatic feedback to 
students right after they enter their answers. This automatic grading system also frees 
instructors from the grading task. WeBWorK also stores students’ grades on the system 
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so the instructors do not need to keep their own grade books, reducing the time 
instructors need to spend on grading and administration. The student’s grades are 
accessible anytime by the student and instructor, making it possible to keep track of the 
student’s progress. 
 Allowing multiple trials and partial credit: WeBWorK has an option that allows students 
to have multiple trials on any question, depending on the instructor’s discretion. The 
default setting is unlimited number of trials, but the instructor can set it to the number of 
trials he wants. If this option is utilized, a student will have a number of trials set by the 
instructors to get a question right. This feature is very rare and difficult to carry out for 
traditional paper homework, since it requires the student to submit his homework and the 
instructor to grade and return to the student many times, consuming a lot of time. 
WeBWorK solves this problem, by giving automatic results on those parts of the question 
the student got wrong and allowing the student to try again immediately after that. The 
multiple-trial feature is very useful as it allows the student to learn from his mistakes and 
figure out the solutions all by himself, which enhances the student’s understanding of the 
materials. Moreover, WeBWorK allows partial credit proportional to how much of the 
question the student got correct. This feature creates an incentive for the student to keep 
working on the question and employ all the trials he/she can get. Without partial credit, a 
student may quit working on the question without using all the trials if he believes he 
cannot get the question completely correct. 
 Recognizing various answer forms: WeBWorK is capable of recognizing different types 
of answer forms, including complex algebraic expressions, such as ones including 
multiple pairs of parentheses or trigonometric functions. WeBWorK does this by 
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automatically calculating the results of the answers given by the students and comparing 
them to the one given by the instructor. This feature reduces the problem of losing points 
due to a difference in answer forms between the answers given by the students and the 
answer given by the instructor and also removes the worry about answer forms from the 
students so they will focus more on how to solve the problems. 
 Allowing multiple question types: WeBWorK allows instructors to input various types of 
questions depending on their intentions, from multiple choice questions to short answer 
questions. Thus, instructors can choose the types of questions that they think are most 
suitable to their classes. By combining different types of questions, an instructor can 
accommodate different learning styles. 
 Direct communication between students and instructors: WeBWorK also enhances 
learning by supporting direct communication between students and instructors. Whenever 
a student has troubles with a question, he/she can ask WeBWorK to generate an email to 
the instructor that contains a link to the problem and the student’s questions regarding the 
problem, which allow him to diagnose the difficulty. From that point, the instructor and 
the student can communicate via email about the problem and WeBWorK will serve as 
an intermediate server to deliver the messages.  
2.3.2 Effectiveness of WeBWorK 
 
WeBWorK has received many positive reviews from both students and instructors. 
Bressoud conducted a survey of 2387 students asking their opinions about WeBWorK. These 
students were selected from many classes that used WeBWorK at all levels of calculus, 
differential equations, discrete mathematics and linear algebra from 2002 to 2004. Based on the 
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survey, Bressoud concluded that most students prefer to WeBWorK to paper homework. 
(Bressoud, 2010) 
Professor Lucas at the University of California also conducted a study of the 
effectiveness of WeBWorK by doing an experiment with students in his mathematics courses. 
Those students were required to use WeBWorK during the first halves of their courses. For the 
second halves of the courses, students did not use WeBWorK. Then the performances of students 
were recorded and compared between the time they used WeBWorK and the time they did not. 
The result showed that performances with WeBWorK were significantly better (Lucas, 2010) 
Another study of the effectiveness of WeBWorK on student performance was done by Weibel 
and Hirsch in calculus courses at Rutgers University. They performed statistical testing on 
students’ grades to measure the performances of students with and without WeBWorK. They 
also sent out surveys asking about students’ experiences with WeBWorK. They used data 
obtained from those surveys and statistical methods to conclude that WeBWorK had positive 
effects on students performance. They also measured some factors affecting the results such as 
students’ consistency in doing WeBWorK problems. The results also showed positive feedbacks 
on WeBWorK. (Weibel and Hirsch, 2002)  
2.3.3 Use of WeBWorK at Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
 
WeBWorK has been used in many mathematics courses at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
Most of the courses are introductory courses in many mathematical fields, from calculus to 
actuarial mathematics. Some examples of those courses are given below: 
Professor Tilley used WeBWorK for his Calculus 4 course in A term 2010. WeBWorK 
assignments were given once a week, each consisting of eight to ten problems. Most of the 
questions were given in short answer form.  
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Professor Abraham has used WeBWorK for his Theory of Interest course for about three 
years. WeBWorK assignments were given once every two weeks, each consisting of ten to 
twelve problems. The types of questions given are short answer type and multiple choice.  
Professor Farr has used WeBWorK for many of his basic mathematics courses, including 
Linear Algebra I and Differential Equations. The assignments are usually given once every two 
weeks. He has used many types of questions for WeBWorK assignments: True/False, short 
answer and multiple choice.  
WeBWorK has also been used in statistics courses. Professor Kim used WeBWork for his MA 
2611 course two years ago. The assignments were usually given once a week and the types of 
questions used were multiple choice and short answer. Professor Petruccelli has also used 
WeBWorK for his MA 2611 course for two years and used it for his MA 2612 course once. 
WeBWorK has also been used by other professors of the Mathematics department at Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, especially the basic mathematics courses required by all majors. Thus, 
many students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute have been exposed to WeBWorK during their 
study at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
2.4 Types of homework questions 
 
As mentioned above, since students have different learning styles that are best addressed by 
different types of homework questions, selecting the right types of questions for homework 
assignments is a very important task for any instructor. There are many types of homework 
questions available for instructors to choose; each has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
Among those, the most popular types of questions are multiple choice, short answer, and essay 
questions. 
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2.4.1 Multiple choice questions 
 
Multiple choice questions give a student a number of possible answers for each question and 
the student earns credit if he chooses the right answers among all the options given. The range 
for the number of options available for each multiple choice question is usually from two to five. 
Most questions of this type do not ask for explanations from students; they simply choose the 
options they think would be the right answers. However, some multiple choice questions ask 
students to show their work; usually the explanatory parts are graded separately from the 
multiple choice part. Multiple choice questions have been used intensively in most subjects, from 
natural sciences such as physics to social sciences such as economics or sociology. 
 
2.4.1.1 Advantages of multiple choice questions  
 
An important advantage of this type of question is that since the amount of time spent on 
each question is relatively short, more questions can be given on an assignment than would be 
possible with other types of homework questions. This would allow the instructor to cover more 
material on the homework assignment, thus increasing the breadth of the material covered by 
homework. This would benefit the students as they would understand the materials more fully 
while the likelihood that they would miss anything from the course would be decreased. To 
clarify this point, compare multiple choice questions with essay questions. A multiple choice 
question usually takes about 2 to 5 minutes to complete while an essay question typically 
requires about 20 to 40 minutes. Thus, for an intended 40-minute homework assignment, using 
the multiple choice questions, an instructor can assign 8 to 20 questions, which cover 8 to 20 
different areas of the materials, comparing to only 1 to 2 essay questions We can see that 
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multiple choice questions allow the instructor to cover the materials more broadly. That also 
benefits the students as they can review more materials through homework. (Seaman 2003) 
Another advantage of multiple choice questions is that these questions require students to 
have a solid understanding of the materials, since the instructor can make answer options that are 
seemingly accurate but contain some false information. The students need to understand the 
materials very well in order to distinguish the correct answer from those seemingly correct ones. 
Thus, using this technique, the instructors can test whether the students understand the materials 
really well or only superficially. (Trigwell 1992)  
Another advantage of multiple choice questions is that these questions are very easy and 
quick to grade. For traditional paper homework, the instructor just needs to make a single answer 
key for the whole class and compare each student’s work with the answer. This is relatively fast 
to carry out. For online homework, it is even easier and quicker to do as most online homework 
systems have automatic grading for multiple choice questions. Thus, the instructor just needs to 
access his account and record the grades of the students. The ease and quickness in grading 
multiple choice questions will save a lot of time for the instructors and remove the burden of 
grading from the instructors. (Ziemer 2010) In addition, automatic grading always guarantees 
100% accuracy, thus reducing the errors in grading. 
 
2.4.1.2 Disadvantages of multiple choice questions  
 
One big disadvantage of multiple choice questions is the lack of opportunities for the 
students to practice exposition skills. As multiple choice questions only ask the students to select 
the right answer from a set of answer options, students do not have to show any of their work and 
explanations on how they get their answers. As a result, students, who are assigned multiple 
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choice questions, do not have the chance to learn and practice explaining their work and ideas. 
This can be a serious disadvantage as exposition skills are among problem-solving skills or team-
work skills. Thus, the lack of opportunities for practicing exposition skills is an important factor 
that an instructor needs to take into consideration before assigning multiple choice questions. 
(Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
Another disadvantage of multiple choice questions is that they create an incentive for 
students to be lazy by simply guessing the answer instead of spending time to review the 
materials to figure out the answers. This problem is even more dramatic when the students are 
having trouble understanding the material covered in class or when the homework is not a major 
component of the final grade as these scenarios create a greater incentive for the students to 
guess the answers. If the student simply guesses to finish his homework assignment, the whole 
purpose of the homework assignment, which is helping the student to review materials and 
practice, is lost, and the homework assignment will be meaningless for the student. Thus, how to 
prevent the problem of students guessing is something that an instructor needs to consider when 
making multiple choice questions. One solution is to provide each question with a significant 
number of answer options in conjunction with a sensible number of trials allowed, thus lowering 
the probability of guessing the right answers and discouraging students from guessing. (Newble 
and Cannon, 1989) 
One more disadvantage of multiple choice questions is that they create an incentive to cheat. 
Since it is relatively quick to finish a multiple choice question – only selecting an answer option 
- a student will have incentive to cheat by copying the selections of someone else. The only thing 
he/she needs to do is to memorize the choices of other people and make the same answer 
selections. As it is relatively easy to cheat, a student will have an incentive to cheat on all 
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assignments instead of really spending time working on homework assignments. This problem is 
more dramatic in the case of the traditional paper homework or online homework systems that 
can keep a record of completed homework, since in those cases, students can access completed 
homework and share the results with each other. To prevent such a problem, it is important to 
encourage academic honesty amongst students. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
 
2.4.1.3 Types of multiple choice questions 
 
There are a number of types of multiple choices questions. Among those, the three most 
commonly used are the traditional multiple choice question, true/false question, and multiple 
choice question with short explanation. (Trigger 1992) 
The traditional multiple choice question is the most commonly used type. It comprises a 
question and a set of answer options, usually ranging from four to six answer options. The 
number of correct answers can be one or more than one, depending on the intention of the 
question maker. 
The true/false question is a special type of multiple choice question. Each true/false 
question comprises of a statement and two answer options, namely true and false. The student’s 
task is to check whether the statement is true or false and indicate the corresponding answer 
choice. A disadvantage of the true/false question is the problem of student guessing, as each 
question has only two answer options, making the probability of getting the correct answer very 
high and encouraging students to guess. 
To overcome the lack of opportunities for students to practice exposition skills, some 
instructors also require students to add some explanations besides selecting the answer options. 
This is a new form of multiple choice question, multiple choice questions with explanations. 
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Although partially overcoming the problem of lack of explanations, this type of multiple choice 
question consumes more time and effort of the students to complete one question. Sometimes, 
this type of multiple choice question can be considered a type of short answer question. 
 
2.4.2 Short answer questions  
 
In short answer questions students are asked to figure out and write down the solutions, 
usually in short forms. The type of answer required by short answer questions can be a number, 
an expression or a statement. Usually questions of this type do not ask for students’ explanations; 
however some questions require students to briefly elaborate on their answers. Short answer 
questions have been used in many subjects, from natural sciences such as physics to social 
sciences such as economics. 
2.4.2.1 Advantages of short answer questions  
 
An advantage of short answer questions is that they avoid the problem of multiple choice 
questions, the problem of student guessing. Since the student has to enter his/her own answer, 
there is no way he/she can just guess the answer. Thus, short answer questions create an 
incentive for students to review the materials and solve the problems. This makes homework 
more helpful for the students. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
One more advantage that short answer questions offer is the ease and quickness in grading 
for the instructors. For traditional paper homework, since responses for short answer questions 
are usually short and simple, instructors do not have to spend much time figuring out if the 
students get the right answer. Although grading short answer questions is not as quick as grading 
multiple choice questions, grading short answer questions will not consume much instructors’ 
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time. Some, but not all, online homework systems do offer a feature that can recognize responses 
from the students for short answer questions, thus enabling automatic grading for this type of 
question. An example of such online homework system is WeBWorK. This automatic grading 
feature will certainly save a lot of time for the instructors as the only thing they need to do is to 
access their accounts and record the grades of the students. (Lucas, 2010) 
 
2.4.2.2 Disadvantages of short answer questions 
 
The first disadvantage of short answer questions is the same as that of multiple choice 
questions: lack of opportunities for students to present their work and practice exposition skills. 
Although short answer questions do ask students to enter their answers rather than simply 
selecting the answer from a set of answer options, the answers entered are short, simple and not 
the entirety of students’ thoughts and ideas. Thus, the chance for students to present their ideas 
with short answer questions is extremely limited. As mentioned earlier in the discussion of 
multiple choice questions, this can be a serious disadvantage to the students. Instructors, 
therefore, need to take this disadvantage into consideration when assigning homework with short 
answer questions. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
Another disadvantage of short answer questions is that, as do multiple choice questions, they 
create an incentive for students to cheat instead of honestly working on homework assignments. 
Since a short answer question only asks for brief answers such as a number or a short statement, 
it is relatively easy for a student to memorize answers from other people and copy those to his 
own homework. The best way, according to Trigwell), to prevent such problem is to promote 
academic honesty amongst students. (Trigwell, 1992) However, in the case of computational 
questions, an even better way is to randomize the inputs. 
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2.4.3 Essay questions 
 
The third type of questions that is usually assigned to students is the essay question, in which 
students are asked to not only figure out the final answers but also to present their ideas and 
thoughts. It differs from the two other types of questions discussed above in that in this type of 
question, how to present the ideas is as important as getting the correct answers. Essay questions 
have been used by many instructors in many subjects, from mathematics (in the form of 
mathematical proofs) to history (in the form of discussion paper). Essay questions include all 
forms of questions in which students need to present their work, from a worked problem in 
mathematics to an essay in English. 
2.4.3.1 Advantages of essay questions 
 
The first advantage of essay questions is that they provide a very useful check on how much 
students understand, since students need to present all their thoughts and ideas. Without a good 
understanding of the materials, a student cannot present his work clearly and fluently. Thus, an 
instructor can use essay questions to check his/her students’ understanding of important concepts 
and subjects and adjust his teaching approach to make the class more effective. (Newble and 
Cannon, 1989) 
Another advantage of essay questions is that they create an incentive for students to review 
materials and work on the homework assignments. In other words, this type of question 
encourages students to spend time learning the materials and working on the homework. The 
reason lies in the fact that this type of question requires students to have good understanding of 
the materials to present their work and ideas well. If a student only has a superficial 
understanding, it would be very difficult for him/her to successfully finish the question. Thus, 
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being assigned essay questions, students will have strong incentive to learn the materials and 
complete the homework. This is an important advantage that an instructor should consider when 
assigning homework to his/her students. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
Essay questions also have another advantage; that is, unlike the other two types of questions, 
essay questions make it difficult for students to cheat on homework. The reason is that essay 
questions require a student to present all the work, not just the final answer. Thus, it is not easy 
for a student to copy others’ answers for his homework; even when he can remember some parts 
of others’ work, it is not easy to replicate. Thus, essay questions are helpful in discouraging 
students from cheating and making them spending time working on the homework themselves. 
(Trigger 1992) 
 
2.4.3.2 Disadvantages of essay questions 
 
The first major disadvantage of essay questions is that they require a substantial amount of 
time from the students to complete. Even the shortest essay questions usually demand about ten 
minutes from the students, and some instructors even expect their students to spend hours for 
each essay question. This hampers instructors from assigning many essay questions on a 
homework assignment. The major consequence of this is that the number of questions on a 
homework assignment may not be enough to cover all the important aspects of the materials. 
This is a disadvantage to the students as they may not be able to review all the important aspects 
of the materials with homework. Therefore, this disadvantage needs to be considered by an 
instructor when assigning homework to students. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
Another disadvantage of essay questions is that they require a considerable amount of 
time from the instructors for grading. Since for essay questions, the way of presenting the work 
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and ideas is as important as the final result, the instructors have to look through all the students’ 
work, not just the final answer, thus spending a lot of time in grading. Moreover, as students 
have different ideas and ways to present their ideas, there is no unique answer key for essay 
questions; thus, the instructors have to look at each student’s work to understand and evaluate 
carefully, instead of simply comparing students’ answers with the answer key. Thus, essay 
questions say create a burden in grading for instructors. (Newble and Cannon, 1989) 
In the matter of grading, in the case of online homework, essay questions create a much 
greater problem than the other two types of questions. The reason is that currently there is no 
online homework system that can evaluate students’ responses to essay questions, as different 
students have different ways to present their ideas. In contrast, most online homework systems 
have available features to automatically grade multiple choice questions and many online 
homework systems, such as WeBWorK, can grade short answer questions. Thus, while the 
instructors do not have to spend time grading if using multiple choice questions or short answer 
questions, instructors have to spend a lot of time grading if using essay questions. This is another 
argument against the use of essay questions. (Zeimer 2010) 
 
2.4.4 Combinations of different types of questions 
 
From the discussion above, it can be seen that every type of question has its own strengths 
and weaknesses. Thus, a combination of different types of questions may be desired to combine 
the strengths and reduce the weaknesses, making homework assignments more helpful for both 
the students and instructors. Unfortunately, there is no definitely superior combination and the 
way to combine different types of questions very much depends on the intentions of the 
instructor. 
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One such combination is to assign alternatively between essay questions and a combination 
of multiple choice questions and short answer questions. Usually essay questions are assigned in 
the paper format while multiple choice questions and short answer questions are assigned online 
to utilize the automatic grading feature of many online homework systems. This kind of 
combining different types of questions has been used widely at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
An example is Professor Farr’s Linear Algebra I class. In that class, Professor Farr assigned one 
paper homework assignment, which contained some essay questions, in one week and in the 
following week, he asked students to complete an assignment on WeBWorK, which contained 
multiple choice and short answer questions. 
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3. Methodology 
 
The main goal of this project was to build an effective WeBWorK database of homework 
problems for simple and multiple linear regression, which can be used for the course Applied 
Statistics II offered at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and other statistics courses which cover 
these topics. In this project, our team mostly developed our database of problems ourselves, 
based on relevant information and knowledge we had gained from our research. We also sought 
advice from some faculty members of the Mathematical Sciences Department at Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute. These professors had previously designed WeBWorK problems and 
implemented WeBWorK in their courses; thus, they were able to provide us with useful advice 
on how to design effective WeBWorK problems and what we needed to consider when designing 
our problems. In addition, as WeBWorK is a quite popular online homework system and has 
been used extensively by many educational institutions, we also consulted available documents, 
information and existing WeBWorK problems from those institutions in order to design our 
problems. 
With this main goal in mind, our team had the following set of general objectives that we 
strived to achieve during our project: 
 Research to develop useful and effective statistics questions that can be used for 
homework about simple and multiple linear regressions. The goal of these questions was 
to help students to acquire necessary skills and knowledge about these topics. To achieve 
this goal, we took information and knowledge obtained from our review of literature, 
advice given by faculty members and experience gained from existing problems 
developed by other educational institutions to improve the quality of our problems. 
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 Uploading our designed problems into WeBWorK system using pg programming 
language, the language that WeBWorK supports. When we uploaded our problems, care 
was taken with regard to programming techniques and designs; the goal was to ensure 
that the interface of the problems would be according to what we intended and would not 
affect the intended purposes of the problems. We also ensured that the display of the 
problems would not create any difficulty for students to understand the problems and 
input the answers. 
 Test the effectiveness of the database on the students in the class Applied Statistics II 
offered in D term, 2011, which was taught by Professor Petruccelli, our IQP advisor. 
Students tried our problems during their lab sessions, and we tested if there would be any 
improvement of the students from using our problems. 
 Based on the results of test, we made some adjustments to the database to make it more 
effective and suggested further developments. 
3.1 Develop questions for simple and multiple linear regression 
 
The first big step in this project we needed to take was to develop a set of useful and 
effective questions for simple and multiple linear regression. This step was extremely important, 
as without effective statistics problems and questions, our WeBWorK database would not be 
efficacious and could not benefit any student. 
 
To develop such a set of useful and effective statistics questions, we first tried to identify the 
criteria and characteristics of effective homework questions, especially those for statistics 
courses. In order to achieve this goal, we relied on existing literature which discussed this issue.  
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3.1.1 Contents of the questions 
Gelman and Nolan (2002) pointed out that a successful statistics course needs to incorporate 
statistical concepts and experiences with statistical software. Thus, when building the questions 
for our project, we spent a good amount of time to develop conceptual questions to make sure 
that students would get the most important concepts in those topics. The important issue was to 
ensure that every major topic would be covered in a reasonable portion of our database of 
problems. (Example questions: questions 4,5,18 in Appendix A.1; questions 1,2,3 and 15 in 
Appendix A.2) 
Of course, computational questions were also included. The goal of these computational 
questions was to help students develop computational skills using statistical concepts they had 
learned in class. The problems we designed asked students to apply their computational skills 
using both basic and simple tools such as scientific calculators (examples: questions 6 and 14 in 
Appendix A.2) and sophisticated tools like statistical software applications (examples: questions 
6 and 7 in Appendix A.1).  
Another important group of questions we designed was interpretation questions. As noted 
in Gelman and Nolan (2002), a good statistics course needs to help students acquire the ability to 
interpret statistical results in real life contexts. Thus, we spent time designing questions 
specifically asking students for meaningful interpretations. (Examples: questions 14 and 17 in 
Appendix A.1; question 18 in Appendix A.2). 
 
3.1.2 Types of questions 
Newbel and Canon (1989) and Trigger (1992) discuss extensively various questions types. 
Based on their research, it appears clearly that multiple choice questions would be the most 
suitable question type for conceptual and interpretation questions, as this type of question has 
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some major advantages on checking students’ understanding of the material compared to other 
types of questions. These advantages include the ability to test a wide variety of topics in a single 
homework set, the ability to make students realize the most important components of a single 
concept and the ability to utilize WeBWorK’s automatic grading feature. Therefore, multiple 
choice questions were our choice for conceptual questions and also questions involving 
interpretations. (Examples: questions 1,2,8,9 in Appendix A.1; questions 1,2,3,4,5 in Appendix 
A.2) 
In addition, based on their research, we realized that multiple choice questions, though 
effectively testing students’ understanding of the concepts, would not be as useful in testing and 
helping students learn computational skills. The reason was that multiple choice questions 
already gave a student a set of answer options; thus, a student might guess or figure out the 
correct answer without going through computational steps. Therefore, we chose the short answer 
question type for computational problems, as this type of question asked the students to go 
through all the computational steps and figure out their own answers for the problems while still 
retaining the ability to apply the automatic grading feature of WeBWorK. (Examples of this type 
of question: questions 6,7 in Appendix A.1; questions 8 and 11 in Appendix A.2) 
 
3.1.3 Question set up 
 
Vatterott (2002) showed that it would be better to break down a question into multiple parts 
than to assign a set of questions that only ask for final answers. He noted that in this way, 
students would be more interested in finishing entire questions, as the students could use the 
previous parts they had already done as a hint for the next part. Moreover, when the problems 
were set up in this way, the material presented to the students would be more coherent and 
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correlated, as the students could see the relationship between different concepts and topics as 
they went from one part of the question to another. Thus, we also broke down some 
computational questions into multiple parts to take advantage of this finding. (Examples: 
questions 6 and 7 in Appendix A.1; questions 12 and 19 in Appendix A.2) 
 
3.1.4 List of topics 
 
After obtaining a list of characteristics of good homework questions, we started developing 
homework questions for the course. The first step was to review the materials and topics covered 
in the topics simple and multiple linear regression to identify key areas and knowledge that a 
student needed to acquire from those topics. This step was extremely important; if we missed any 
important material, the students would not have enough practice on that specific material, which 
might result in the lack of understanding on that specific material. Thus, to make our homework 
questions effective for the students, care was taken to make sure no material of those topics 
would be left out. 
 Through a careful process of reviewing the textbook and consulting our advisor, Professor 
Petruccelli, we came up with the following list of topics. 
For simple linear regression, the key topics are: association and Pearson correlations, the 
simple linear regression model, least squares estimators, sum of squared errors, the coefficient of 
determination, estimation and inference from the simple linear regression model, and one-way 
and two-way tables.
1
 
                                                          
1
 One-way and two-way tables are usually not considered topics in simple linear regression in 
most textbooks. However, we put these topics into the simple linear regression since they 
concern with the relationship between two variables, which is also the concern for simple linear 
regression. 
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For multiple linear regression, the key topics are: the multiple linear regression model, 
interpreting the model, the principle of parsimony, the coefficient of multiple determination and 
adjusted coefficient of multiple determination, analysis of variance, the overall F test, the 
individual t test, and multicollinearity. 
3.1.5 Designing the questions 
 
After we had a completed list of materials we needed to cover for those topics, we started 
developing the homework questions. Our questions were written in such a way that they were 
carefully checked to meet all the characteristics of good questions we had found from our 
research. We built our questions in the order of topics covered in simple and multiple linear 
regression in the textbook; this means that we focused on building questions for one specific 
topic and then moving on to the next topic. In this manner, we believed we developed more 
effective questions while making sure we did not skip any important concept or topic. 
3.1.6 Consultation 
 
Since we were very new to developing homework questions, it was important to learn from 
experiences of others, who had developed questions for the topics covered in simple and linear 
regression. The first resource we consulted was an online library of WeBWorK questions called 
the National Problem Library (NPL). This library is a collection of many WeBWorK problems 
developed by professors at many higher educational institutions, including the University of 
Rochester and Arizona State University. This library contains questions and problems in many 
subjects, including statistics. To use this library, we looked at the portion of the library about 
statistics, downloading the questions related to the topics covered in simple and multiple linear 
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regression. Then we downloaded questions that met our criteria and used them as a reference 
when we wrote our own questions. 
When developing our set of questions and problems for the course, we also consulted many 
textbooks that cover the topics offered in the course, especially the textbook used in the course. 
This was important because the problems introduced in the textbooks would be very close to the 
materials covered in the course, thus helping the students in reviewing the materials covered in 
the course. 
Since our advisor, Professor Petruccelli, had used WeBWorK for this course before, he 
already had a collection of questions and problems designed specifically for this course. Thus, 
we also used his collection as an important reference resource and sought his advice when 
writing our own problems. 
3.2 Programming and uploading the problems 
 
In order to create questions in WeBWorK, we had to learn about the programming languages 
used in WeBWork. WeBWork uses a Problem Generation (PG) language which allows the 
inclusion of both Perl and LaTeX code. Therefore we had to fully understand how to program 
using those languages before creating any WeBWork homework sets.  
LaTeX is used by WeBWorK to display equations in the problems. There were many 
resources online that gave information on how to program using LaTeX. However we only 
needed LaTeX for displaying mathematical expressions, so the research and study for the 
language was just to learn enough for inputting an equation so that the equation could be visible. 
We learned how to use LaTeX from the UCLA Academic Technology Services website. 
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The Perl language is used by WeBWorK to perform calculations and evaluate student 
answers in PG. Therefore, understanding this language was very important so no error in the 
calculation would be made and we could also increase the capability on what we could do on the 
questions. This information was learned from The Perl Programming Language website 
(www.perl.org).  
After researching and studying these two base languages, we started writing our 
WeBWorK questions. We consulted a number of sources. The MAA (Mathematical Association 
of America) website (www.maa.org) provided a number of problem templates and sample 
techniques. We also looked at some of the techniques that Professor Petruccelli had used for his 
homework sets in the previous courses. When constructing our problems, we used a test facility 
called PGLabs. This facility allowed us to test the code before inputting it into the homework set. 
Once we finished testing with the code, we inputted it into one of the blank problems in the 
problem set. 
Finally, we tested each problem to make sure that the answers were correct. For some 
problems we used randomly-generated data to give each student a unique data set. We tested 
these problems with several different random number seeds. 
We encountered some difficulties in coding questions. For example, some questions with 
short multiple word answers did not work well because there were many ways a student can 
input an essentially correct answer. For instance, a student might accidentally press the space bar 
twice. This type of question was changed into drop box format, which provides students with a 
drop box containing the answer choices. 
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3.3 Test the database 
 
After we finished building the database of problems, we tested the effectiveness of our 
problems on the students of the course Applied Statistics II, taught by Professor Petruccelli in D 
term 2011. Testing was done during a one hour lab period that accompanied the course. A total 
of 105 students were available in four lab periods in each of two successive weeks. The first 
week we tested our problems on simple linear regression, and the second week we tested the 
multiple linear regression problems. In each lab session, before the lab began, the students were 
randomly assigned to two groups: a treatment group and a control group. 
The goal of the test was to compare the effectiveness of our problems against the existing 
WeBWorK problems. Thus, for each topic, simple linear regression or multiple linear regression, 
we formed two sets of WeBWorK problems: one comprising eight problems from our designed 
problems (the treatment problems) and the other consisting of eight problems we obtained from 
the National Problem Library (NPL) (the control problems). The topics and concepts covered in 
the two sets were almost identical to avoid bias. The students, who had already been randomly 
assigned to one of the two groups, were asked to take one of the two sets during the lab. One 
group would take the set of our problems, while the other group would take the other set. The 
students were informed that their performance on those problems would not be counted toward 
their grades, but they were encouraged to do their best. 
At the beginning of each lab session, all the students were given the same paper-based 
pre-test, which consisted of a single problem with multiple parts. The pre-test was made in a way 
such that its parts covered most of the important material covered in the topic we were testing 
our problems on. The students were given ten minutes to complete the pre-test. During the pre-
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test, the students were allowed to use supporting material such as calculators or software 
applications as some parts of the problem required computation.  
After that, the students worked on the WeBWorK problem set of the group they were 
randomly assigned to. This served as practice for students, like homework, so students could 
have access to any support, including help from the teaching assistant. The students were given 
about 25 minutes to practice but they did not have to finish all the problems. 
At the end of the lab session, the students were asked to take the post-test, which was 
very similar to the pre-test. The goal of the post-test was to determine to what extent student 
performance improved after working on the practice WeBWorK problems.  
The students’ performances on the pre-test and post-test were recorded and separated 
according to the problem sets they had worked on. Then we calculated the means and the 
standard deviations of the differences between the pre-test scores and the post-test scores for 
each problems set. After that, we conducted hypothesis testing (using t-test for comparing two 
independent populations) to see if our problems significantly improved the students’ 
performances better comparing to the other set of problems. 
 
3.4 Improvements 
 
From the results of the testing, we drew conclusions about the effectiveness of our problems 
on simple linear regression and on multiple linear regression. If our questions were not effective, 
we tried to figure out the reasons and propose further adjustments to make them more effective. 
This task was done by reviewing the literature again to search for ways for improvement, and 
consulting our advisor, Professor Petruccelli. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Results  
 
As stated in the methodology section, we successfully designed two WeBWorK sets, one 
having 24 problems for the topic simple linear regression and the other having 22 questions for 
the topic multiple linear regression. Screen shots of these questions are provided in Appendices 
A.1 (simple linear regression) and A.2 (multiple regression). The pg code for these questions is 
included in a supplementary file archived with this report. 
After we finished designing these problems, we tested our problems on the students in the 
course Applied Statistics II, offered in D term, 2011. The problems selected to test for our 
problems were 1, 2, 3, 10, 13, 14, 15, and 17 for simple linear regression and 1, 3, 5, 8, 11, 
12(parts a, b, c), 17, and 18 for multiple linear regression. The procedure for the test was discussed in 
the methodology section. The screenshots of problems for the control set for simple linear 
regression are provided in Appendix A5 and for multiple linear regression in Appendix A6. The 
results of the test are provided below. 
4.2 Simple Linear Regression 
After recording the scores for all the students on both the pretest and the posttest, we first 
separated them according to which set of WeBWorK problems they took during the lab, either 
the treatment set or the control set. After that, we proceeded by finding the difference between 
the pretest score and the posttest score for each student. Note that this difference measures the 
improvement in score between the pre and posttest. When doing so, we discarded the data from 
the students who had not completed either the pretest or the posttest or both. For simple linear 
regression, 49 students in the treatment group and 51 students in the control group actually 
participated in the test. From those, we obtained 24 complete values for the treatment set and 29 
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complete values for the control set. We further discarded data for 2 students in the treatment 
group and 4 students in the control group who did not do the WeBWorK. The detailed result for 
the difference between posttest scores and pretest scores for the two sets is presented below: 
Treatment group 6 6 1 0 2 5 4 3 6 1
 1 5 4 1 1 8 1 3 4 1 0 3  
Control group  0 6 0 5 4 1 1 0 4 3
 1 0 6 2 8 0 1 0 -2 6 1 -5
 2 0 -2 
Table 4-1 Difference in scores for simple linear regression broken down by WeBWorK problem 
sets 
From that information, we proceeded with finding the mean and standard deviation of 
these score differences for each set. The summary of our finding is presented below: 
  Treatment set Control set 
Total of sample 
65.00 43.57 
Count of sample 
33 32 
Mean of sample 
1.9698 1.3616 
Standard deviation 
3.0280 1.8795 
 
Table 4-2 Summary for data for each problem set for simple linear regression 
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From that, we proceeded with our testing. We used the test of two means of two 
independent populations. Our null hypothesis was that the mean of score improvement of 
students in the treatment group is the same as the mean of score improvement of those in the 
control group. Since we expected that our set would be more effective, we used the alternative 
hypothesis being the mean of score improvement of the students taking our set is greater than the 
mean of score improvement of the students taking the control set; and we conducted the right-
sided test. We chose α, the value of significance to be 0.05. The summary of our test is presented 
below: 
t test statistics 
1.7129 
degrees of freedom 
45 
p-value 
0.0468 
 
Table 4-3 Summary of test for simple linear regression 
Since the p-value 0.0468 is less than 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the 
mean of score improvement of the students taking our set is more than the mean of score 
improvement of the students taking the control set. 
4.3 Multiple Linear Regression 
Similar to the procedure for simple linear regression, we also found the difference in score 
between the pretest and the posttest for each student and separated the results according to the 
WeBWorK set they took during the lab session. We also discarded the results from the students 
who had not completed either the pretest or the posttest or both, as these students would not 
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provide the complete data. For multiple linear regression, 51 students in the treatment group and 
49 students in the control group came to the lab for the test. After discarding incomplete values, 
we obtained 36 complete values for the treatment set and 33 complete values for the control set. 
Furthermore, based on the students’ scores on WeBWorK, we discarded 3 values from the 
treatment set and 1 value from the control set; they are the values from the students who did not 
do WeBWorK before taking the posttest. The results are displayed below: 
Treatment set  4.14 6.14 2.29 4 1.14 1.14 1 1 5 0
 2 0.71 2.86 0 0.86 5 2.86 2 -0.86 2 -1 -1
 5 2.29 4.71 2.43 2 1 3 2.57 1.86 1.14 -2.29 
Control set  1 5.86 -1 -1 3.29 -1 1.43 0.86 3.29 0
 1 3.86 3.71 0.14 -0.14 2.71 -1 -1 1 1.29 1.86 4.71
 0.29 0.29 3.71 0.71 -2 2.57 1 1.86 2 2.29  
Table 4-4 Difference in scores for multiple linear regression broken down by problem sets 
From that information, we proceeded with finding the mean and standard deviation of 
these score differences for each set. The summary of our finding is presented below: 
 
Treatment set Control set 
sum of the sample 
65.00 43.57 
count of the sample 
33 32 
mean of the sample 
1.9698 1.3616 
standard deviation of the sample 
3.0280 1.8795 
 
Table 4-5 Summary for data for each problem set for multiple linear regression 
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From that, we proceeded with our testing. We used the test of two means of two 
independent populations. Our null hypothesis was that the mean of score improvement of 
students in the treatment group is the same as the mean of score improvement of those in the 
control group. Since we expected that our set would be more effective, we used the alternative 
hypothesis being the mean of score improvement of the students taking our set is greater than the 
mean of score improvement of the students taking the control set; and we conducted the right-
sided test. We chose α, the value of significance to be 0.05. The summary of our test is presented 
below: 
degrees of freedom 
63 
t test statistic 
0.9761 
p-value 
0.1664 
 
Table 4-6 Summary of test for multiple linear regression 
Since the p-value is 0.1664, which is greater than 0.05, we do not reject the null hypothesis 
and conclude that the data provide insufficient evidence that the mean of score improvement of 
the students taking our set is more than the mean of score improvement of the students taking the 
control set. 
4.4 Results 
Based on the result of the testing for both simple linear regression and multiple linear 
regression, it was seen that our simple linear regression problem set was significantly more 
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effective than the control set in improving students’ scores while the multiple linear regression 
set was not significantly more effective than the control set. 
4.5 Discussion of the testing 
Since our tests were only conducted on students taking the course Applied Statistics II 
offered in D term, 2011, care must be taken when extending the results to other groups of 
students. For example, students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute usually possess a good 
mathematical and computational background, suggesting that the results might be different for 
other groups of students who do not possess the same level of background. 
Moreover, since the control set was chosen by us from the National Problem Library, bias 
might have arisen although we had tried our best to choose the problems that were closely 
matched our problems in term of level of difficulty and topics covered. To avoid such bias, we 
had spent time to choose the most appropriate problems, and spent time working on those 
problems to make sure these problems would match our problems well. However, bias still could 
arise. For example, some of the students tested in the simple linear regression experiment told us 
that the control problems for simple linear regression seemed to require more computational 
efforts than did the treatment problems, making it more difficult for the students to go through 
the whole problem set. To estimate the significance of this bias, we looked at the scores of the 
students on the WeBWorK problems given during the experiments. Below is the summary of the 
WeBWorK scores: 
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Treatment Set: 7.8 7.8 7 6.2 6.6 7 2.25 0 3.4 4 0.2
 5 5 4 2.5 5 3.5 7 4 1 0.33 7.2   
Control Set:  5.9 1.3 2.3 3 4.5 5 7.8 7.2 7 7.8 6
 7 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.4 6.4 7 7.8 7.8 6 5 6.4
 5 7.8 
Table 4-7: Summary of WeBWorK scores for simple linear regression 
From that, similar to the above analysis, we conducted the t-test of two independent 
populations. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in the WeBWorK scores between 
two groups. We conducted a two-sided test with α = 0.05. Here is a summary of our test: 
  Treatment Set Control Set 
Total 96.78 154.6 
Count 22 25 
Mean 4.3991 6.184 
Standard deviation 2.5453 1.8388 
 
Table 4-8: Summary of WeBWorK scores for simple linear regression 
t -2.7228 
degree of freedom 45 
p-value 
0.0092 
 
Table 4-9: Summary of test on WeBWorK scores for simple linear regression 
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Since the p-value is much less than 0.05, we conclude that the difference in WeBWorK 
scores between the two groups is significant for simple linear regression, indicating a significant 
bias.  
However, this result seems to contradict the feedback we mentioned earlier, which is that 
the problems in the control group were longer than the problems in the treatment group, as the 
mean WeBWorK score of students taking the control set was significantly higher than the mean 
WeBWorK score of students taking the treatment set. We figured out some possible explanations 
for this. Firstly, many of the students who complained about the length of the problems of the 
control set had not actually tried the problems before complaining. It turned out that many of 
them were able to figure out these problems. In addition, most of the problems in the control set 
are computational problems, and the fact that the students could use SAS when working on these 
problems may explain  the higher WeBWorK scores of students taking the control set. When 
working on these problems of the control set, many students just input the data into SAS and 
took out the result, which did not take much time, without having to recall the formula or the 
knowledge they had obtained from class; while, at the same time, students taking the treatment 
set had to recall materials from class to answer the questions since the treatment questions do not 
have many computational parts. Thus, students taking the control set were able to spend less time 
on each problem and score higher. Also, the availability of the teaching assistant, who had 
previously taught the students about SAS, to assist students with SAS helped raise the 
WeBWorK scores of students taking the control set. 
To see if bias arose for multiple linear regression, we also conducted test on the 
WeBWorK scores for multiple linear regression. Below is the summary of the WeBWorK 
scores: 
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Treatment set  8 6 4 3 3.4 3.83 3 5.33 6 4.23
 5.33 5 8 2.23 3.7 3 8 8 1.33 8 8 5.63
 7 5 8 7.5 4.53 8 7.67 5.67 6.17 4.9 6.87 
Control set  1 3 2 4 3 0 3.33 3 4.73 4
 5 5 5.33 0.71 6.33 5.33 3 2.4 2.4 5 5 5
 1 3 7.33 3.73 5.33 3.33 4.33 6 3 5.33  
Table 4-10: Summary of WeBWorK scores for multiple linear regression 
From that, similar to the above analysis, we conducted the t-test of two independent 
populations. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in the WeBWorK scores between 
the two groups. We conducted the two-sided test with α = 0.05. Here is a summary of our test: 
  Treatment group Control group 
Sum 184.32 120.94 
Count 33 32 
Mean 5.5855 3.7794 
Standard deviation 1.9889 1.7283 
 
Table 4-11: Summary of WeBWorK scores for multiple linear regression 
degrees of freedom 63 
T 3.9114 
p-value 0.0002 
 
Table 4-12: Summary of test on WeBWorK scores for multiple linear regression 
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From our analysis, we see that the p-value was much less than 0.05. Thus, we conclude 
that the difference in WeBWorK scores between two groups is significant in this case. Therefore, 
bias might have arisen from our selection of the control group. 
The result above is the reverse of the result of the simple linear regression case. In this 
case, the mean WeBWorK score of students taking the treatment set is significantly higher than 
the mean WeBWorK scores of students taking the control set. There are some possible 
explanations for this result. Firstly, most of the WeBWorK questions in both sets do not require 
or only require minimal computation; thus the students did not use SAS at all. Therefore, the 
problem from the assistance of SAS that had occurred in the simple linear regression case did not 
occur here. In addition, some questions in the control set contain many parts, thus requiring 
students taking the control set to spend more time than the students taking the treatment set. 
From our discussion above, it is clear that the WeBWorK problems in the treatment set 
and the control set are not similar in term of length, difficulty, and type of question. This is a bias 
that might have significant effects on our results. Thus, when our results are used, it is strongly 
recommended that care needs to be taken to make sure such bias is addressed. 
Another problem with the test occurred in the test for simple linear regression. We 
received feedback from the students that both the pretest and posttest were too long for many of 
them so they could only get to some parts of those. It was a problem since it means the students 
could not get to all the topics we wanted to test. Therefore, when testing for multiple linear 
regression, we designed more plausible pretest and posttest; as a result, most students went 
through all parts of our pretest and posttest. 
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4.6 Other observations 
 
When conducting our tests, we also spent time observing how students worked on our 
problems and received feedback from the students. One feedback was that the tolerance for 
accuracy we set up made some difficulty for the students, especially when they tried to input 
answers obtained from statistical software applications like SAS. Thus, we had to go back and 
adjusted the tolerance for accuracy for some computational problems. 
Another feedback we received was that the wording seemed confusing for some students. 
However, since this only occurred for a small number of students, we did not change the 
wording.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Throughout this project, we have carried out necessary steps to achieve our goal, building an 
effective set of WeBWorK problems for simple and multiple linear regression. The first step of 
our project was to review the literature related to the project to set up criteria for effective 
WeBWorK problems. These criteria concern mostly with the type of questions and the setup of 
questions. After obtaining the set of criteria, we proceeded with obtaining a list of topics we 
needed to cover for these two subjects while, at the same time, got used to the programming 
techniques used to program problems in WeBWorK. Then we proceeded by designing our 
problems for simple and multiple linear regression based on the criteria we have found and also 
on the suggestions we got from our advisor, Professor Petruccelli.  
The result of our design process is a set of 24 WeBWorK problems for simple linear 
regression and another set of 22 WeBWorK problems for multiple linear regression. The 
screenshots of these problems are presented in Appendices A1 and A2. To measure the 
effectiveness of our problems, we tested our problems with the students in the class MA2612 
taught by our advisor Professor Petruccelli, offered in D term 2011. We tested our problems 
against a set of existing WeBWork problems on the same topics developed by other institutions. 
The goal of the test was to measure which WeBWorK set improved students’ performance 
better. The result of the test showed that our set of WeBWorK problems for simple linear 
regression was significantly more effective than the set of existing WeBWorK problems; while 
for multiple linear regression, there was no significant difference between our set and the set of 
existing problems. 
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However, bias occurred in our test that might affect these results. It turned out from our analysis 
that the existing WeBWorK problems we selected to be our control were not completely similar 
to our problems in term of difficulty, length and type of question. Moreover, when testing our 
problems for simple linear regression, the pretest and posttest, which were used to measure 
students’ performance before and after taking WeBWorK problems, were too long for many 
students to go through all the topics tested, potentially biasing the results of the test. 
Another problem was that we only tested our problems on students in the course MA 2612 at 
WPI, which is a very limited group. The results might be different if the test of our problems was 
conducted on other groups of students. Thus, care needs to be taken when extending the results 
to other groups of students. 
Although the statistical tests on our problems contain bias and are not enough to support the 
effectiveness of our WeBWorK problems, we still recommend the use of our problems for 
courses at Worcester Polytechnic Institute that cover the topics of simple and multiple linear 
regression. There are some reasons for this recommendation. Firstly, we went through a lot of 
literature that provides useful criteria for effective online homework problems and we have built 
our problems based on these criteria. Secondly, we believe that we have covered most of the 
important topics of simple and multiple linear regression; thus our problems will provide a 
complete practice for students in any course covering simple and multiple linear regression. In 
addition, we are also encouraged by the positive feedback from the students on our problems, as 
during the test most students taking our problems liked our problems and said they learned 
something from them. However, since the effectiveness of our problems could not be determined 
completely from the test as the test contains bias, care should be taken when our problems are 
used. We encourage applying any actions that may make our problems more effective. 
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Since our problems cover the most popular topics in simple and multiple linear regression, 
we also recommend the use of our WeBWorK problems in classes covering these topics outside 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. However, since we only tested our problems on the students at 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, we recommend instructors to be cautious regarding the 
difficulty level and the materials covered in each problem to make sure that the problems are 
suitable and will benefit the students. 
Since the tests of the effectiveness of our problems may contain some bias, the results 
obtained from the tests may not be completely valid. Thus, to better measure of the effectiveness 
of our problems, we recommend more tests on our problems. We recommend the same 
procedures we carried out for our test, but with a more diversified group of students and a better 
selection of the control set such that the problems tested and the problems in the control set are 
equivalent. However, if possible, we recommend a test in which students’ performance could be 
measured through a real exam environment and students take our WeBWorK problems and the 
control problems in the form of homework. We believe this testing procedure result will 
accurately show the effectiveness of our problems as homework problems. 
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Appendix  
Appendix A.1 : WebWork Problems for Simple Linear Regression 
Problem 1: 
 
Problem 2: 
 
Problem 3: 
 
Problem 4: 
  
Problem 5: 
 
Problem 6: 
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Problem 7: 
 
Problem 8: 
 
Problem 9: 
 
Problem 10: 
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Problem 11: 
 
Problem 12:  
 
Problem 13: 
 
Problem 14: 
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Problem 15: 
 
Problem 16: 
 
Problem 17: 
 
Problem 18:  
 
Problem 19: 
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Problem 20: 
 
Problem 21: 
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Problem 22:  
 
Problem 23: 
 
Problem 24: 
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Appendix A.2 : WebWork Problems for Multiple Linear Regression 
Problem 1: 
 
Problem 2: 
 
Problem 3: 
 
Problem 4: 
 
Problem 5: 
 
Problem 6: 
 
Problem 7: 
 
Problem 8: 
 
Problem 9: 
 
Problem 10: 
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Problem 11: 
 
Problem 12: 
 
Problem 13: 
 
Problem 14:  
 
Problem 15: 
 
Problem 16: 
 
Problem 17: 
 
Problem 18: 
 
Problem 19: 
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Problem 20: 
 
Problem 21: 
 
Problem 22: 
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Appendix A.3: Pretest and posttest for testing simple linear regression 
 
Pretest 
 
Data were taken to investigate the relation between the boiling point of water and 
barometric pressure.  
 
BPt Pressure 
194.5 20.79 
194.3 20.79 
197.9 22.4 
198.4 22.67 
199.4 23.15 
199.4 23.15 
 
 
a) Based on the data, calculate the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
b) A scientist wants to use a linear regression model for this data. He calculated the 
regression estimate    ̂   2.08. Use it to find   ̂ for his model. 
c) Using the above model, estimate the boiling point of water when the pressure is 24. 
d) Calculate the estimate of the response when the regressor equals 0. 
e) Is the direction of association of the data positive or negative? 
f) Calculate the sum of squared errors for the above model fit. 
g) If two pressures differ by 10, how much higher does fitted model estimate the boiling 
point associated with the higher pressure is than the boiling point associated with the 
lower pressure? 
h) Calculate the total sum of squares. 
i) Calculate the coefficient of determination. 
j) Calculate the proportion of variation in the response explained by the regression. 
 
Posttest 
  
 
 The data give the height and pulse rate of hospital patients. The researchers suspected 
that the pulse is dependent on the height. 
There are two variables, height (cm) and pulse (beat per minute), measured for 6 
patients.  
 
 
 
Height(X) Pulse(Y) 
160 68 
167 74 
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164 73 
175 80 
185 87 
162 69 
 
a) Based on the data, calculate the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
b) A scientist wants to use a linear regression model for this data. He calculated the 
regression estimate    ̂   2.08. Use it to find   ̂ for his model. 
c) Using the above model, estimate the pulse when the height is 24. 
d) Calculate the estimate of the response when the regressor equals 0. 
e) Is the direction of association of the data positive or negative? 
f) Calculate the sum of squared errors for the above model fit. 
g) If two pressures differ by 10, how much higher does fitted model estimate pulse 
associated with the higher height is than the pulse associated with the lower height? 
h) Calculate the total sum of squares. 
i) Calculate the coefficient of determination. 
j) Calculate the proportion of variation in the response explained by the regression. 
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Appendix A.4: Pretest and Posttest for testing multiple linear regression 
 
Pretest  
A scientist studied the relationship between the energy cost of a car with its velocity and mass. The 
scientist obtained 40 observations and came up with the following model:  
            ̂                                                 
1. Which of the following statement is correct regarding the above model? 
a) Is not a fitted multiple linear regression model 
b) Has two predictors and four regressors 
c) Has four predictors and two regressors 
d) Is an additive model 
e) Is a full quadratic model 
f) None of the above statements is correct 
 
2. Find and expression in term of Velocity and mass to describe the change in energy cost per unit 
change in mass predicted by the model. 
3. Complete the following ANOVA table (Replace A,B,C,D,E,F,G with appropriate values) 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of squares Mean square F Stat 
Model A 804.03 E G  
Error B 123.25 F   
C Total C D    
 
4. Calculate the proportion of the total variation in the response explained by the regression 
model based on the ANOVA table above. 
5. Calculate the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination 
6. The scientist suspected multicollinearity in his model. He tested multicollinearity by regressing 
the last regressor (mass*Velocity) on the other three regressors and obtained a coefficient of 
multiple determination being 0.85. Calculate the tolerance of the last regressor. 
7. Based on the tolerance above, is multicollinearity a cause for concern? 
8. When Velocity and mass both take value 0, what is the expected energy cost of the car? 
9. When Velocity is increased by 5 units, at mass = 10 and velocity = 5, the predicted value of 
energy cost of the car is increased by how many units? 
 Posttest 
 
A scientist studied the relationship between the income of a person with his years of experience 
(Experience) and years of education(Education). The scientist obtained 50 observations and came up 
with the following model:  
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       ̂                                                                
                     
1. Which of the following statement is correct regarding the above model? 
a) Is not a fitted multiple linear regression model 
b) Has two predictors and four regressors 
c) Has four predictors and two regressors 
d) Is an additive model 
e) Is a full quadratic model 
f) None of the above statements is correct 
 
2. Find and expression in term of education and experience to describe the change in income per 
unit change in education predicted by the model. 
3. Complete the following ANOVA table (Replace A,B,C,D,E,F,G with appropriate values) 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of squares Mean square F Stat 
Model A 804.03 E G  
Error B 123.25 F   
C Total C D    
 
4. Calculate the proportion of the total variation in the response explained by the regression 
model based on the ANOVA table above. 
5. Calculate the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination 
6. The scientist suspected multicollinearity in his model. He tested multicollinearity by regressing 
the last regressor (experience*education) on the other four regressors and obtained a 
coefficient of multiple determination being 0.96. Calculate the tolerance of the last regressor. 
7. Based on the tolerance above, is multicollinearity a cause for concern? 
8. When education and experience both take value 0, what is the expected income? 
9. When education is increased by 5 units, at experience = 10 and education = 8, the predicted 
value of income is increased by how many units? 
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Appendix A.5: Simple linear regression WebWorK problems that were used in 
control group 
 
Problem 1: 
 
Problem 2: 
 
Problem 3: 
 
Problem 4: 
 
Problem 5: 
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Problem 6: 
 
Problem 7: 
 
Problem 8: 
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Appendix A.6: Multiple linear regression WebWorK problems that were used 
in control group 
 
Problem 1: 
 
 
Problem 2: 
 
Problem 3: 
 
Problem 4: 
 
Problem 5: 
 
Problem 6: 
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Problem 7: 
 
Problem 8: 
 
